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We have idolized various comic book heroes. It is a known fact and there is no delusive assumption
about it. Right from our childhood, we have been reading various comic books and have the entire
collection of these comic book heroes, be it the Batman, Superman, Spiderman, Flash, Thor, etc.,
these superheroes have fascinated us to say the least.

This fascination has reached to an extent that we not only idolize them but we wish to be like them,
to have the physical strength, superpowers, gadgets, automobiles, etc. The list can go on and on.
But one thing we haven't been able to decide is who the best superhero is. The superhero that has
no flaws is indestructible and causes sleepless nights to villains. This may surprise some people
because as we are the ardent fans of these superheroes, but still we haven't selected any one of
them as the best.

It could be because we feel that each superhero has special characteristics and phenomena that
just captivates our liking, sometimes making it difficult to decide. To find out who could be labeled
the best comic superhero of all times, I started watching many cartoons and movies of various
superheroes on my Verizon FiOS TV. After the painstaking hours of watching, the following is the
analysis I have come up with.

Superman - The strongest and the courageous superhero of all times. Born on the planet of
Krypton, and raised on the earth; this superhero is known as the Man of Steel. His superpower
ability of flying, laser-eyes, and tremendous strength makes him one of the toughest superheroes to
defeat. The major weakness that makes Superman vulnerable is kryptonite. This makes the
superman powerless and he gets easily knocked out in a fight against his enemies.

Batman - Among the hardcore comic superheroes, many may wonder what makes Batman special.
This superhero does not have any superpowers, agility or strength. Not to mention the inability to fly
and have a night vision like bat, this superhero does terrorize and create fear among the dangerous
villains. It is something to think about because you have a superhero with no superpowers. But with
highly advanced gadgets and mastermind crime-solving abilities, Batman has attracted a huge fan
base of its own. It is the only one thing that you need to keep in your mind to select Batman as the
best superhero.

Iron Man - Well, here you have a superhero who can be compared to another fictional character
Robocop, a super-human cyborg. Just like Batman, Iron Man is wealthy and influential. An excellent
designer and manufacturer of hardcore nuclear weapon, there is no doubt that when it comes to
gadgets, Iron Man stands the best. Seriously, youâ€™ve got a superhero who is somewhat difficult to
defeat, besides the fact that everyone knows his real identity. So he is somewhat vulnerable to be
under constant threat from evil villains.

Spiderman - Now here we have a superhero who gets his name from the thing that has caused him
to be one. Bitten by a radioactive spider, this superhero has all the notable abilities of a common
spider. The ability to spin out webs within seconds, crawling on the walls and the spidery sense of
knowing danger makes this superhero a suitable choice for the best. But the one thing that may give
you second thoughts about choosing this superhero as your favorite one is his personal life. Frankly,
Spiderman has got commitments in love and a demanding job that at times makes him to lock his
superhero dress up in his closet.

Like all people, I was stuck so I decided to ask my niece. Trust me, you are going to find it funny
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when she said who her favorite superhero was. According to her, the best superhero is Tom. Yes,
Tom, the cat. Why? Well, it is simple, how many times Tom gets beaten up by Spike and gets hurt;
he still comes back unharmed in the next episode. It really fascinated my niece. She was aware of
the fact that people say cats have nine lives and Tom has reincarnated quite a number of times.
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